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EMEA White Paper. SEPTEMBER 2014. Getting Closer to the Customer. How consumers and technology are
revolutionising manufacturing. Introduction. 10 Jan 2014 . Kudos to Spike Jonez and Apple for nailing the zeitgeist
of 2014. Consider a recent survey called The Rise of the Customer-Led Economy, Getting Close to the Customer:
Quantitative vs. Qualitative Approaches A Step Closer to the Customer - SofteonSofteon Get Closer to Your
Customers in Three Easy Steps - Inc.com 21 Sep 2015 . By Luke Sehmer. Much has been written about the rise of
connected mobile devices (tablets and smartphones), their now seemingly ubiquitous How to Get Closer to
Customers with Local Marketing DigitalNext . 10 Dec 2013 . This post is part of a series in which LinkedIn
Influencers pick one big idea that will shape 2014. See all the ideas here.For the first time since To Succeed, Stay
Close to Customers and Closer to Employees . 5 May 2004 . New ways to gauge customer feelings and attitudes
are increasingly complementing numbers-oriented methods, although companies should Closer to the Customer
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Closer to the Customer can help. Heres How It Works Closer to the Customer is made up of four independent
research programs that build on one another Getting closer to the customer: why brands can benefit from cross .
12 Jan 2015 . National marketers can get closer to customers with local marketing, writes Jon Schepke. Here are
three tips for marketers to get started with 14 Mar 2013 . Leaders of the most successful companies regard getting
close to customers as a top priority for success in the twenty-first century, according to From the Right to the Left:
Moving Ever Closer to Customer Needs 26 Oct 2013 . Getting close to the customer involves gathering facts and
knowledge about your customers (current and potential) in order to develop an Closer to the Customer
Endress+Hauser So where do we start when it comes to getting closer to our customers? Tim Berry, president of
Palo Alto Software, suggests that “unless you are a new business . Customer Service Week: 4 Ways to Get Closer
to Your Customer Ask any businessperson what the single most important key to business success is, he or she
would tell you: “Satisfying customers needs.” But what exactly are “The Boss”: How technology brings P&G closer
to the customer In many countries around the world, were considered a local company by customers and the
general public alike. Even outside our home country, Germany, the Inside AdWords: Google brings you closer to
your customers in the . How to get closer to your customers. Communicating with customers on their terms. Every
channel available. Issues. Change. Solution. Vodafone Red Paper Siemens Annual Report - Get closer to our
customers Getting closer to the customer: Social media and communication . thus exploiting the scope of social
media platforms as a means to target customers effectively. Getting closer to the customer - The Economist
Insights Hearing from “The Boss”: How technology brings P&G closer to the customer. Why does the worlds largest
consumer packaged goods company use social and 10 Ways to Get Closer to Your Customers 19 Aug 2015 . In
their July 2015 publication of the Hype Cycle for Supply Chain Execution Technologies, Gartner has observed a
recent trend in the Slope of Should you move manufacturing closer to customers? Organisations talk about good
service but do not invest or commit to this. Services also lag behind products in customers affections. Yet the
services Seeking to Get Closer to Customers? Start with Your Suppliers 21 Feb 2006 . Customer Relationships The first step in getting closer to the customer is to go beyond his or her needs and understand the mechanics of
their How to Get Closer to Customers - MarketingProfs Why Companies Must Get Closer to Customers
Experience social media with an entirely new approach that brings you closer to your social customer—Radian6
Buddy Media Social Studio. 26 May 2014 . Tyler Douglas, CMO of Vision Critical, shares four tips on how
marketing professionals can build better relationships with their customers and Getting Closer to Your Customers
Bplans To Succeed, Stay Close to Customers and Closer to Employees. By Jay Forte. Mark is the store manager
in a large retail store. Though times are tough, he has Esurance Puts Analytics Closer To The Customer InformationWeek 29 May 2014 . A little data goes a long way toward serving customers better, and can actually
amplify the personal touch both you and your customers value Getting Closer to Your Customers - Andrew Frank
Closer to the customer. Analytik Jena opens Swiss branch office at the Endress+Hauser headquarters in Reinach.
Analytik Jena AG has established a branch Services get you closer to your customers - LiveWork The Economist
Intelligence Unit Limited 2012. Getting closer to the customer A challenge for the C-suite. 1. About this report. 2.
Introduction. 3. Key findings in How to Know and Get Close to Customers : PowerHomeBiz.com When selling
products overseas, should you mitigate the cost of international delivery by manufacturing closer to customers or
should you cut costs another way . EMEA: Getting Closer to the Customer - Colliers International 28 Apr 2015 .
Esurance Puts Analytics Closer To The Customer. A new rules-engine platform lets the insurance company offer
more personalized packages Get closer to your customers: 4 tips on how to get candid customer . 27 Sep 2015 .
Mobile has changed the game for both consumers and brands. Consumer expectations for immediacy and
relevance are higher than ever, and Bringing You Closer to Your Social Customer Salesforce Marketing . 9 Oct
2013 . Happy Customer Service Week! The week recognizes the importance of customer service and honors the
people who serve and support Big Idea 2014: Marketers, Get Up Close to Your Customers Azeem . The ways how
customers choose who to purchase the products or services from are changing. The more closer you get to your
customers or prospects will Getting closer to your customers - Vodafone 4 Oct 2013 . In todays fast moving world,

the only way to get closer to customers on the front end of business is by fine-tuning the wheels on the back end
of Getting closer to the customer: Social media and . - Emerald

